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Docket Hos. 50-387

and 50-388

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

August 1, 1991

Mr. Harold W. Keiser
Senior Yice President-Nuclear
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company
2 North Ninth Street
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18101

Dear Mr. Keiser:

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON PP&L TOPICAL REPORT
PL-HF-90-001, SUSI|UEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION, UNITS 1 AND 2,
(TAC HOS. 75999 AND 76000)

The staff's review of the PP&L topical report PL-NF-90-001 on the reactor
analysis methods for the BWRs has been completed. The report documents the
PP&L reactor analysis methods for performing reload licensing calculations
for the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2, including the
event-specific licensing methods and uncertainty analyses.

As a result of the review, the staff has developed comments and questions
which form the basis of this request for additional information. These
comments and questions are provided in the enclosure.

It should be pointed out that the staff has several major problems with the
proposed methodology. In the past, both BWR and PWR vendors have been
permitted to combine statistically the correlation uncertainty and the
surveillance uncertainty to effectively reduce the thermal margin. This was
permitted after exhaustive staff reviews and with the understanding that the
correlation code uncertainties, such as various monitoring uncertainties, were
well understood and completely justified. A major concern in these previous
reviews was the basis for transient code uncertainties which, for BWRs, was
based on only three or four data points. The proposed PP&L reactor analysis
methods include a statistical combination of uncertainties (SCU) method in
which the transient delta CPR calculational uncertainties are also included in
the statistical combination of uncertainties, although the data base for
assessment of these uncertainties has not been extended beyond that used by
others in previous reviews. This SCU approach differs from presently approved
methods and results in a substantial nonconservative reduction in CPR margin,
as discussed in more detail in the enclosure. As'reviously pointed out,
the staff considers this approach unacceptable and recommends that another
meeting be held with PP&L in the near future to attempt a resolution of these
issues.
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Nr. Harold W. Keiser - 2- August 1, 1991

If there are any questions regarding this letter, please contact me on (301)
492-1447.

I

This requirement affects fewer than 10 respondents, and therefore, is not
subject to Office of Management and Budget review under P.L. 96-511.

S incerely,

/s/

Enclosure:
Request for Additional

Information

cc w/enclosure:
See next page

James J. Raleigh, Acting Project Manager
Project Directorate I-2
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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Hr. Harold W. Keiser - 2- August 1, 1991

If there are any questions regarding this letter, please contact me on (301)
492-1447.

This requirement affects fewer than 10 respondents, and therefore, is not
subject to Office of Management and Budget review under P.L. 96-511.

S incerely,

Enclosure:
Request for Additional

Information

James J. Raleigh, Acting Project f1anager
Project Directorate l-2
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cc w/enclosure:
See next page
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Mr. Harold W. Keiser
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company

Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Units 1 & 2

CC:

Jay Silberg, Esq.
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
2300 N Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Bryan A. Snapp, Esq.
Assistant Corporate Counsel
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
2 North Ninth Street
Al 1 entown, Penn sy 1 vani a 18101

Mr. J. M. Kenny
Licensing Group Supervisor
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
2 North Ninth Street
Al 1 entown, Pennsylvania 18101

Mr. Scott Barber
Senior Resident Inspector
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P.O. Box 35
Berwick, Pennsylvania 18603-0035

Mr. Thomas M. Gerusky, Director
Bureau of Radiation Protection

Resources
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
P. 0. Box 2063
Har risburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Mr. Jesse C. Tilton, III
Allegheny Elec. Cooperative, Inc.
212 Locust Street
P.O. Box 1266
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17108-1266

Mr. S. B. Ungerer
Joint Generation
Projects Department
Atlantic Electric
P.O. Box 1500
1199 Black Horse Pike
Pleasantville, New Jersey 08232

Regional Administrator, Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

Mr. Harold G. Stanley
Superintendent of Plant
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company
2 North Ninth Street
Allentown, Pennsy1 vani a 18101

Mr. Herbert D. Woodeshick
Special Office of the President
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company
1009 Fowles Avenue
Berwi ck, Pennsylvania 18603

Mr. Robert G. Byram
Vice President-Nuclear Operations
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company
2 North Ninth Street
Allentown, Pennsy1vani a 18101
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ENCLOSURE

DDITI N
A AP WER A LI

D T P AL P

V W
P N BWR N IENT

The analyses of Section-3.4 in which the limiting events are identified were performed
for a specific core/plant configuration. How willit be insured that the bounding events
remain bounding for future reload analyses (e.g., the turbine trip w/o bypass versus the
generator load rejection w/o bypass)2

2. How is the most limiting core power for the generator load rejection w/o bypass
(GLRWOB) determined (p.-108, Item-5)?

3. Since the feedwater controller failure (FWCF) event is sensitive to the bypass valve
capacity and a best estimate value is assumed, how will the uncertainty in this parameter
be accommodated?

4. How is the code and modeling uncertainty including kinetics parameters, RETRAN plant
input parameters and core power distribution accounted for in the recirculation flow
controller failure (RFCF) event?

5. In the cycle-specific RFCF analysis of the effects of the maximum combined flow limit
(MCFL), what changes will be made if the MCFL is reached? Will the moderator
density corrected cross sections be required?

6. What is the effect of using the moderator density corrected cross sections on the MSIV
overpressurization analysis? What change in core voids occurs up to the time of peak
pressure? On what basis is the corrected cross section set applied to the GLRWOB and
the uncorrected cross section set applied to the MSIV overpressurization analysis?

7. Does the use of an axially averaged gap conductance give a conservative hot-bundle
d,CPR for both top and bottom peaked axial power shapes2 If not, how will this
dependence be accounted for?

8. Why is the core average gap conductance. sensitive to the axial power shape, and the hot-
bundle gap conductance insensitive to the axial power shape (p.-215, Note-4)?

9. How are conservative core average axial power shapes and power histories determined
in order to insure a conservative maximum gap conductance for the RFCF event?

10. In calculating the core average gap conductance, how many fuel-type/residence-time
groups are used?
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The average power (AP) defined on the bottom of Page-209 is an energy rather than a
power. How does this change in definition affect the analysis and the discussion of
Sections AS and A6?

Provide additional details describing how the three dimensional cycle-specific exposure
and power distributions are used in determining the core average and hot bundle gap
conductance using the fuel-type/residence-time groups.

How sensitive are the RETRAN GLRWOB and FWCF hot-bundle hCPR calculations to
uncertainties in the assembly fiow, and are the resulting variations in RCPR small
compared to the observed -0.05 RCPR variation relative to measurement?

Does the FWCF d,CPR calculation depend on the local power peaking factor and, ifso,
how is the correlation with the SL MCPR local power peaking uncertainty accounted for
in the FWCF event?

How is the bundle power in the GLRWOB and FWCF analyses selected so that it is
bounding and independent of the bundle power used in the SL MCPR analysis?

In the RWE event the bundle power uncertainty and the LPRM uncertainty do not appear
to be independent of the bundle power uncertainty used in the SL MCPR analysis. In
particular, the RBM response which relates the RBM setpoint to the local transient hCPR
makes use of the measured LPRM signals together with a neutronics calculation relating
the LPRM signals to the local hCPR. Both the measured LPRM signals and the
neutronics LPRM signal-to-bundle power calcuation are also used in the POWERPLEX
core monitoring system to determine the initial MCPR. While the RBM response
determines the d,CPR and POWERPLEX determines the initialMCPR, the LPRM signal
and neutronics uncertainties in these analyses appear to be correlated; i.e., an
underprediction of the initial MCPR would also strongly suggest an underprediction of
the ACPR. Provide justification for treating the RWE MCPR safety limit and
POWERPLEX uncertainties as independent in the PP8cL methodology.

A major change introduced in the PP&L methodology is the treatment of the safety limit
and transient hCPR uncertainties as independent and the statistical combination of these
uncertainties in determining the MCPR operating limit. In order to assess the impact of
this change provide a comparison of the MCPR operating limit calculated (1) with the
proposed method, and (2) in the case where the safety limituncertainties are combined
separately to form a MCPR safety limit which is then added to the transient hCPR to
determine the operating limit. In this second case the scram velocity, core thermal
power, code uncertainty and regression surface uncertainty may be combined statistically.
This comparison should be made for all events to which the SCU method willbe applied.
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18. The good agreement between the PP&L and ANF calculations of the U2C5 MCPR
operating limit for the GLRWOB event, and the differences between the calculational
methodologies suggest a substantial difference between the ANF &PPL transient hCPR.
Provide comparisons of the PP&L and ANF calculation of the transient hCPR (without
uncertainties) for the GLRWOB and FWCF events, and explain any significant
differences.

19. How will this methodology and associated technical specifications be modified for off-
nominal conditions such as one-loop operation'l



GENERAL CONCERNS

The proposed (PL-NF-90-001) PP&L BWR reactor analysis methods include a

statistical combination of uncertainties (SCU) method in which the transient
delta-CPR calculational uncertainties are combined with the POWERPLEX* safety
limit measurement uncertainties. This SCU approach differs from presently(I)
approved methods and results in a substantial nonconservative reduction in CPR

margin. The specific concerns associated with this SCU method are related to
the application to the generator load rejection without bypass (GLRWOB) and

feedwater controller failure (FWCF) transients, and the analysis of the rod

withdrawal event (RWE);

Generator Load Rejection and Feedwater Controller Failure Transients

The application of the SCU method to the GLRWOB and FWCF transients requires
the mean, standard deviation and the distribution of the calculation
uncertainty in the delta-CPR that occurs during the transient. The mean and

standard deviation are determined with three calculation-to-measurement data

points derived from the Peach Bottom-2 turbine trip tests. Since the available
data is not sufficient to determine the delta-CPR uncertainty distribution, the

delta-CPR are assumed to be distributed normally about the mean value delta-CPR.

The MCPR operating limit is sensitive to the details of the statistical repre-
sentation used for the uncertainty in delta-CPR. The three Peach Bottom-2 data

points and the normality assumption do not provide the high confidence required
to protect the specified acceptable fuel design limits.

In the presently approved thermal limits methods, additional uncertainty
allowance is provided by treating the CPR POWERPLEX* measurement and transient

The POWERPLEX* safety limit uncertainties are the POWERPLEX* monitoring

uncertainties (e.g., on bundle power) that are used in the statistical
determination of the CPR safety limit.



delta-CPR uncertainties separately. A safety limit is defined which insures a

99.9 percent probability of avoiding boiling transition considering the
POWERPLEX* measurement uncertainties, and an additional uncertainty allowance
is included which insures a less than 5 percent probability of violating the
safety limit. The limited statistical basis for the transient delta-CPR
uncertainty does not justify relaxing the additional uncertainty allowance
included in the presently approved methods.

Rod Withdrawal Error Anal sis

In the SCU application to the RWE, the POWERPLEX* safety limit monitorin9
uncertainties and the rod block monitor (RBM) response uncertainties are
considered to be independent and are combined statistically to determine the
MCPR operating limit. Since the POWERPLEX* and RBM systems use the same LPRM

input and make use of similar neutronics solutions, the uncertainties
associated with these systems are not believed to be independent and,
therefore, should not be combined using the SCU.

In the SCU approach the delta-CPR resulting from an RWE is calculated as a

statistical average over all allowable (within technical specifications) LPRM

failure states. Consequently, the calculated average delta-CPR is conservative
for reactor states with a small number of LPRM failures and nonconservative
for reactor states with many LPRM failures. Since this approach does not
provide protection for reactor states that can be expected during normal

operation, it is considered unacceptable.
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